Magic Mouse 2 Battery Replacement

Replacing the battery

Written By: BeanMan56
INTRODUCTION

Warning: Battery replacement can be dangerous. Exercise extreme caution when following this guide.

TOOLS:
- T5 Torx Screwdriver (1)

PARTS:
- Apple A1672 Battery (1ICP10/34/50 Battery Type) (1)
Step 1 — Pry it open

- Wedge spudgers and picks between the acrylic and the metal.

Step 2 — Separate the two halves

- Once separated, you will be into the inner workings of the device.
Step 3 — Remove the top of the mouse

- It can be difficult to connect the top of the mouse to the board due to amount of space between the top and the board.

- Be careful with the ribbon cable!

Step 4

- The battery is held in only by a lot of glue under the battery.

- Get a spudger under the battery and pry it up off the glue.

- Pull the charging port out of place.

To reassemble your device, follow these instructions in reverse order.